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How lean is 'Lean'?
Building a strategy for
confident networking
Award-winning Rev PR share essential tips to help you
prepare successfully to network with confidence

The importance of
well-being in
workplace culture
Dr Hannah McKechnie of Radfield Home Care provides
us with insights into well-being in business

Jasmine Archer, Marketing & Communications Officer at
the bfa, delves deeper into the Lean Six Sigma. This
month she explores 'Lean'

Franchise Focused:
the bfa’s regular feature
with The Times

Why getting better
broadband is essential to
your business’s success
2 Circles explore how many companies are still not
getting the best speeds available to them

Record PR coverage for 2019
HSBC Franchise Awards
Patrick Hulbert, PR & Communications Manager at the bfa, reflects
on the positive press the awards has brought to the industry

Overcoming
impostor syndrome
Annabel Dunster from Hamilton Pratt shares her advice on how to
overcome the self-doubt that comes with feeling like an impostor

bfa FBI Case File
Learn more about the bfa's designer, Katie Burton

Choosing a web design
company: what to avoid
Spoton.net gives us tips on what to avoid when
choosing a web design company

Building a strategy to
network with confidence
Sally Anne Butters from Rev PR shares five tips on how to network successfully

Team Rev include networking in our mix of activities for B2B PR. Why? Because it’s a great way to raise your
profile with a range of stakeholders - it’s simply another outlet in our target list alongside the media and
online influencers. In just the same way as using an article in a magazine or providing an interview on the
radio, you can set yourself as the expert and place your brand as the go-to provider. But this time, your
audience is right in front of you.
How many times have you said: “If I could just get to speak to a prospect, they’d buy from me”? This is your
opportunity to do just that but it also means the onus is on you to deliver a great performance. Some people
are comfortable with that, many aren’t. That’s why we suggest you approach networking as if it was another
PR activity. It’s your area of expertise, so if you follow our top tips for networking, you can’t go wrong.
1) Know your audience - it’s the same at a networking event as it is with understanding the readership of
a magazine. Research who the event attracts and tailor what you say accordingly.
2) Preparation is key - formulate a short intro about your brand, tailored to your audience for that 30
seconds you’re often given at a networking event. Then think of all the benefits and latest news from your
business that will appeal to the audience.
3) Build relationships - when you get to the networking event, listen to what others are saying before
jumping in.
4) Pitch appropriately - having prepped all your angles, you can mention those relevant whether you are
speaking to a group or individuals.
5) Give nuggets of advice - people will often pick your brain if they have a challenge that relates to your
product or service. Be open to offering advice. You may normally charge for this but giving a little for free
will build trust and open the door for future business.
Building your network of partners, suppliers or local business contacts is just as beneficial as building a solid
list of media contacts. We recommend adding networking to your PR plan and keeping this activity as
consistent as your media relations - at least once a month.
The truth is, PR really isn’t that mystifying – but it takes time and people with the right skills to keep your
efforts consistent. Hello, we’re TeamRev.
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The importance of well-being in
workplace culture
Dr Hannah MacKechnie of Radfield Home Care provides us with her insight and advice into the importance
of well-being in the workplace

Flexible work patterns, email curfews, fancy coffee machines, foosball tables and even scientifically designed, futuristic sleep-pods
are all becoming buzzwords in the world of workplace culture. In years gone by, such initiatives would scarcely have been
embedded into an organisation’s ethos or office space, but today they are increasingly considered as the foundations of a positive
workplace culture.
Why has workplace culture become so important in recent years?
Simply put, workplace culture helps improve the well-being of employees while often having a positive impact on business
objectives. Studies have highlighted that a happy workforce is more productive and has higher retention rates. Increased
productivity speaks for itself, and any organisation that regularly hires people will immediately understand the benefits of improved
retention, from reduced recruitment and onboarding costs, to increased commitment to company ethos and values.
In an ever-connected 24/7 environment, a healthy workplace culture also minimises the increasing creep of work life into
employees’ personal lives - and supporting a healthy work-life balance has just as many benefits to organisational productivity.
Empowering employees to close their email in an evening or weekend gives them the chance to switch off, recharge their batteries
and be more attentive, focused and productive when they do log back on.
It’s not all about the fancy coffee and foosball tables though...
All of the initiatives outlined at the top of this article are regularly quoted as some of the key strategies to improve workplace
culture. And while these can appeal to potential candidates and provide employees with some perks, these ‘top-shelf’ approaches
are not suitable in all organisations or sectors.
At Radfield, we have developed four key elements: culture, appreciation, reward and empowerment. This CARE anagram
demonstrates our strategy to improve our own workplace culture initiative, known as the Caring for Carers pledge. While CARE has
a natural link with our sector, the underlying ethos applies across all sectors.
Effecting Change
For organisations wishing to drive cultural change and improve employee well-being, a staged approach is needed. Too much
change too quickly can have the opposite of the desired impact and can alienate your staff team. Firstly, focus on the basic culture,
we begin to develop an environment where our team was always welcomed and supported by friendly and inclusive colleagues and
managers.
Once the culture has been established, other changes can be introduced to ensure that your employees feel appreciated and their
well-being is being supported. This can start to happen naturally through simple acknowledgements of workload, work-life balance
and commitment. However, taking this one step further, annual awards, Christmas parties or weekly coffee runs can boost morale
and therefore employee engagement.
Once you have embedded your desired changes, your workforce will naturally begin to feel more empowered and supported. To
maintain this, introducing CPD opportunities and defined career paths will begin to demonstrate a long-term commitment to your
workforce and help drive up your retention rates.
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Franchise Focused: the bfa’s
regular feature with The Times
The bfa has ran a series of features in The Times newspaper
over the past three months, titled Franchise Focused. The
first published piece was to congratulate and get out the
messages of some of the franchise systems given an accolade
at the bfa HSBC Franchise Awards, and thereafter it has
included a particular theme within franchising showing
positive growth in the industry.
It has engaged not only the franchising community but also
the public at large, with the most recent feature being a
prominent double page spread. This initiative is only available
to bfa members and it is ran in conjunction with Top Desk
Media.
Sean Hammond, director at Top Desk Media, stated: “I'd
identified a need for some regular coverage for the franchise
sector out in the mainstream media, and decided that The
Times provided the most affluent audience. At TDM we've
been working closely with the bfa to ensure we produce an
informative and engaging franchise environment to provide
franchisors with a platform to reach high quality franchisee
candidates. The features are focused on advertorial rather
than advertising, enabling those companies that are covered
to tackle the complexity of the franchise message in detail.
"There are 10 dates planned for 2020 and the more traction
we achieve, the more we can place the franchise message in
sight of huge audiences, and that can only be good news for
everyone involved in our community."
You can book an advertising slot or enquire more by either
getting in touch with Sean directly at
sean.hammond@topdeskmedia.co.uk or for other enquiries
you can also email Patrick & Caitlin at press@thebfa.org
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How Lean is Lean?
Jasmine Archer, Marketing & Communications Officer at the bfa, looks further into the “Lean”
in Lean Six Sigma.
The introduction to lean processes
Lean emphasises removing wasteful steps in a process and reducing or eliminating activities that don't add value to the
process. It focuses on areas such as cycle time, service delivery time, inventory levels, areas of defects and improving
key resources or improvements in people.
The meaning of ‘value’
Depending on the type of business process & industry context, the customer defines 'value'. Value is essentially related
to what the customer is willing to pay for.
Value added activities are any that are essential to the product or service being delivered to meet the customer’s
expectations. Anything other than this is an extra process that doesn’t add value to the overall end product and is
therefore waste. The aim of lean is to identify this waste.
“D.o.w.n.t.i.m.e”
Lean concept obtains its genesis from Toyota Production System (TPS).
The TPS model is typically is well suited for High Volume Production environment. This process waste is also known as
‘Muda’, and in this case it’s applied to manufacturing but it can also be applied to the services industry and we will look
into this in the next series.
Below are the eight types of waste that are mentioned and assessed when using the Lean methodology.

Waste | Definition of waste
D | Defects
The efforts involved inspecting for and fixing errors, mistakes through reworks.
O | Overproduction
Producing more products or services that the customer needs or downstream process can use.
W | Waiting
Idle time created when material, information, people, or equipment is not ready. It includes high job set up time in manufacturing. Or
excessively high data processing time in the service industry.
N | Non – Utilised Talent
Not adequately leveraging peoples’ skills and creativity. Employee empowerment can counter this waste as advocated by Japanese quality
pioneers.
T | Transportation
Moving products, equipment, material, information, or people from one place to another, without any value addition, to final product or service.
I | Inventory
Unnecessary/unwanted stocking or storage of information and/or material (eg WIP, WIQ – work in the queue)
M | Motion
Unnecessary movement of people or machines that takes time and uses energy. It may cause fatigue to workman due to unwanted movement
of a body.
E | Extra Processing
Process steps that do not add value to the product or service, including doing work beyond a customer’s specification.
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The Five Principles of Lean
After looking at the processes where possible waste can occur, Lean principles can then be applied in order to take
action and reduce ‘muda’.

Identify Value: The customer defines the value of a product or service. Therefore, ask yourself, what does the
customer value?
Map the Value Steam: The easiest way to do this is by listing all the processes it takes to create the product and
write down how the customer benefits from each one (value-added & non-value added). Those areas that are deemed
non-value added should be changed or erased.
Create Flow: Create flow to the customer by ensuring continuous flow system in producing product or service. Flow
will optimise the process to maximise process efficiency.
Establish Pull: Establish pull approach by meeting system beat time. The beat time is the rate at which a product
must be ready to meet the customer demand. JIT (Just in time) is a tool promoting the Pull system. This ensures
smooth workflow of the process without any disruptions. This will ensure you avoid backlogs. Meet customer demand
as and when it is received.
Seek Continuous Improvement: Finally, you must put consistent efforts to improve the existing business processes
to cater ever-changing customer needs. This ensures elimination of waste and defects free products & quality service
to customers.
Conclusion
Lean methodology aims at optimising processes to create value. It allows for a bit more fluidity, encouraging all
practitioners to think big and solve organisational problems. While it can be successful in more structured
environments, Lean is well-suited for flatter, more autonomous organisational structures that enable collaboration
across departments and management levels.
Next time on FBI Lean Six Sigma, we will be looking at Lean Process Improvement Techniques and how continuous
improvement cycle can bring value to you.
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How to overcome
Impostor Syndrome
Annabelle Dunster from Hamilton Pratt, discusses impostor syndrome and provides advice on
how to overcome it

Most of us feel, at some stage in our career, that we do not deserve the success we have achieved. This feeling, that the position we find
ourselves in is a fluke, and that at any time we could be ‘found out’ and exposed as a fraud who cannot possibly handle the role they
have been placed in, has been dubbed “impostor syndrome”. Studies suggest that as many as 70% of people have experienced
impostor syndrome at some point in their lives.
Impostor syndrome affects both men and women. Official research does not appear to reach a conclusion on whether women suffer
disproportionately compared with men, but my anecdotal experience suggests that they may well do. The causes of impostor syndrome
seem to be rooted in issues with perfectionism and self-confidence, issues with which many women, I know, struggle.
Impostor syndrome can act as a form of self-sabotage, which is particularly dangerous in franchising. If women avoid taking chances out
of doubts in their ability, they may avoid investigating the possibility of franchising, keeping potentially valuable contributors out of the
franchising arena.
So how can we deal with imposter syndrome, both individually and within franchise networks, and in society as a whole?
· Share experiences
The more that people talk about their feelings of imposter syndrome and bring them out into the open, the easier it becomes to see that
most people are also ‘winging it’. When we look at high achievers who occupy leadership positions and realise that they have the same
worries and fears as us, it becomes obvious that those fears are unfounded.
· Be objective
Often, imposter syndrome is an appeal to emotion, giving way to the ‘feeling’ of inadequacy, rather than the reality of the situation. If
we can use facts and evidence to refute those feelings, pointing, for example, to prior achievements, or the successful navigation of a
stringent recruitment and interview process, we may be able to show that those feelings are misplaced.
· Focus on changing negative thought processes
If we can recognise imposter syndrome for what it is and make a conscious effort to notice and acknowledge misplaced doubt in our
competence, we may be able to break those destructive thought processes and replace patterns of self-doubt with a focus on our
strengths.
· Put yourself in other people’s shoes
Imagine how people would respond if you explained that you had ‘fooled’ everyone into your position in the workplace, and that you did
not feel that position was merited. Most of us would discover that our audience would find that explanation difficult to believe, and
instead would present us with their own objective view of why we have achieved success. If we can engage in that thought experiment,
perhaps we can convince ourselves that our imaginary audience is right.
· Encourage a positive environment
A positive working environment is beneficial for everyone regardless of their career path, but franchisors in particular can assist with this,
by promoting a constructive culture within their network. If franchisors encourage their franchisees to share their experiences and focus
on positive achievements, they will create a nurturing environment whereby franchisees, and prospective franchisees, can avoid being
held back by self-doubt and achieve their full potential.
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Choosing a web design company:
what to avoid
Choosing the right web design company can be a daunting task, but it doesn’t have to be with these tips from
Alex Brook from Spoton.net on what to avoid

A professionally designed website will help you reach more customers, keep up with your competitors, and promote your products and services online 24/7.
However, with so much choice, trying to choose the right web design company can often seem overwhelming - but it doesn’t have to be.
Watch out for these common pitfalls, and you’ll be able to choose the best website provider for your business:
1. They don’t offer continuous support
To enjoy a successful online presence, you need to work with a web design company you can rely on for ongoing support. Think twice about working with
anyone who offers lots of support during the sales process but makes no mention of aftercare.
Ideally, you’ll have a dedicated point of contact you can easily reach whenever you need website advice or assistance. Beware of any company that is difficult
to get in contact with, and always try to work with one that has an in-house team so that there’s someone available to provide professional support at all
times.
2. They don’t use secure servers
Website security is more important than ever, with websites that don’t offer customers a secure browsing experience now ranked lower in Google search
results than websites that do. If you don’t want your website’s ranking to suffer, the website design company you choose should be using a safe and reliable
hosting service, and one that allows HTTPS so that you can encrypt your site with an SSL certificate. This will show customers your website is secure by
displaying a green padlock in the address bar.
3. They expect you to pay high upfront fees
Your website is an investment, but that doesn’t mean that handing over thousands of pounds at the outset is the right thing to do.
Not only should your website be affordable, it should also be tailored exactly to your needs. Beware of companies that try to bamboozle you with tech speak
in order to make you shell out for website features you really don’t need. Make sure you know exactly what you’re paying for, and watch out for hidden costs.
Companies that ask you to pay for your entire website in one lump sum could charge you for new features once it’s live, leaving you with an expensive outlay
or a website that will quickly become outdated.
4. They create unoriginal, templated designs
Looking through a web design company’s portfolio is often the best way to assess if they’re right for you.
If your website is going to be effective, it needs to look great and perform brilliantly. It should also be unique to your business, so take care that the company
you’re considering isn’t trying to palm you off with a templated design that’s used by countless other businesses. If the sites they’ve created do appear to be
professionally designed and bespoke to each client, check their reviews. If they’re really a reliable provider who creates effective websites, their customer
testimonials will prove it.
5. They don’t provide easy to manage websites
It’s important that the company you choose to create your website uses a built-in, easy to use content management system (CMS). Without one, you’ll be left
with a site that’s impossible to update. Being able to edit your website is crucial, as you need to regularly add fresh content to ensure it performs well in
Google’s search results and accurately reflects your business over time. Without this capability, your website is useless. Not only will your website’s
effectiveness be restricted, but it could prove costly too. Without a user-friendly CMS, you may find you need to contact the designer every time you want a
change made, and it’s likely that there will be a steep charge - and a long wait - for even the smallest of website edits.
Choosing the right web design company doesn’t have to be complicated. Have a clear idea of what you want, research your options, and focus on building a
long-term working relationship, and you’ll be well on your way to enjoying a successful online presence.
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Record PR coverage for 2019
HSBC Franchise Awards
Patrick Hulbert, PR & Communications Manager at the bfa, reflects on the positive press the awards has brought to the industry
The bfa managed to secure record coverage for the 2019 bfa HSBC Franchise Awards. This is fantastic for the entire franchising industry and
especially if you were one of the franchise systems that directly benefitted.
Suffice to say that we had a particularly positive response from the media at large to the biggest event in UK franchising, which is important
to the world of franchising to spread and grow.
As well as getting really good coverage in trade and sector specific titles, we also had unparalleled success hitting the nationals this year. In
the main, this was because of a strategic decision to target relevant titles with franchisee stories and how franchising has enabled people to
live their dreams.
Most notably, John & Elaine Warburton’s Barking Mad Fife & Kinross franchise got exposure in the Daily Mail and Press Association, as well
as gaining international recognition in some of the biggest titles in India such as News 18 and India Today, as well as South Africa’s biggest
publishers News 24. I personally didn’t think the story would pick up across the globe but the fundamentals of franchising allowing people to
thrive in business resonates everywhere, whether in Kinross or Kerala.
Furthermore, Charlotte Eames, franchisee at The Creation Station, had a really inspiring story published in The Sun, telling everybody how
she managed to scale up her franchise and really connect with the public at large with her journey.
I would implore all franchising systems that feel they have something to shout about to enter an award. Who knows, you may get shortlisted,
and get exceptional exposure through our channels.
Here are some of the stats:

And the 2019 Best in Franchising Guide
Those who took part in the 2019 Best in Franchising guide also benefitted from a really successful
campaign.
Only those shortlisted for an award were allowed to have content produced in the digital
publication. This ran on LinkedIn and Facebook for two weeks prior to the awards taking place, as
well as printed copies disseminated to all attendees on the awards evening. The results are as
follows:
Impressions: 677,703
Unique users: 268,109
Downloads: 2,708
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Why getting better broadband is
essential to your business’s success
Robin Mukherjee, Managing Director at Telecoms Consultants 2 Circles, explores how
many companies are still not getting the best speeds available to them

I have been advising organisations for over 20 years on how to get the most out of their telecoms and it still surprises me how
many companies put up with poor broadband and the detrimental impact it has on productivity and business growth. Even
though four in five companies state that fast and reliable Internet is extremely important to their business, 39% of employees
still report that their Internet is ‘much faster’ at home compared to the Internet they use at work.
The UK has the world’s fourth largest e-commerce economy but is ranked only 35th for average download speeds, trailing
behind other European countries such as Romania and Hungary. This has prompted the government into acting to improve the
UK’s broadband infrastructure and resulted in the introduction of a Broadband Voucher Scheme to give businesses up to
£2,500 towards installing better broadband. The scheme has proven to be popular, and so far 10,000 broadband connections
have been delivered, with around two-thirds of the available funding now committed. You therefore need to act quickly to
avoid missing out on this opportunity.
In addition to the government’s Broadband Voucher Scheme, new and disruptive network providers are now entering the
market, reducing the price of faster broadband. A great part of my job is telling companies that they can get faster and better
broadband for less than they are currently paying.
Not only can businesses improve their broadband by making use of government funding and reduced connectivity costs but by
installing better broadband they are also able to save money on all their telecoms by taking advantage of new technology. In
December 2018, Openreach gave notice that it would stop selling traditional fixed-line solutions and these services will be
withdrawn completely in 2025. More than 50% of businesses have already moved away from ISDN and now is a good time to
upgrade your Internet connection to a scalable and reliable VoIP solution to avoid leaving your business vulnerable, relying on
unsupported infrastructure.
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Latest franchise insights from the
bfa YouTube channel
New members, milestones, UK Developer Members and more insights from the bfa
The British Franchise Association conducted a series of videos at The National Franchise Exhibition at the NEC in October.

This included an interview with Duncan Berry, director at Spa 810,
which recently became a bfa member. You can hear about the company
and its vision here.

Furthermore, we also ran a collection of ‘two-minute snippets’, including
talking to Gail Maimbolwa from Hope Homecare about the company’s
entry into membership and how the Franchise Gym helped them. View
the video here.

The bfa caught up with Ged Comerford, franchisor at The Christmas
Decorators, about the business model and the success of the network.
Click to watch the video here.

And the bfa spoke to Business Doctors, now in membership with the bfa
for 10 years. Matt Levington, co-founder, speaks about the business and
why its vision aligns so much with the bfa. Watch the video by clicking
on this link here.

If you have any themes or ideas in regards to a YouTube series the bfa can run, please email Patrick and Caitlin on
press@thebfa.org
The bfa will be making a lot more video content moving forward and wants to get its members as involved as possible.
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FBI Case File:
Katie Burton
Learn more about the bfa's designer below
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Be ready for another bfa FBI Case File coming to your inbox next month!

Bulletin board

DON'T
FORGET
November dates to add to the calendar:
14th
19th
20th
28th

-

Empowering Women in Business
Prospective Franchisor Seminar (Bristol)
Prospective Franchisee Seminar (Bristol)
QFP - How to Monitor Franchisees' Performance

I would like to be
remembered as someone
who did the best she could
with the talent she had.

me...
ext ti d!
n
l
i
t
Un
close
Case

- J.K Rowling
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